Strategic overview
of hepatitis B vaccine
policy environment for
inclusion in a GVD

CLIENT SITUATION
The client wanted to include a brief overview of the
vaccine policy environment for hepatitis B in a global
value dossier (GVD) to help them understand the wider
environment as they began early strategic planning for
an asset in hepatitis B.

SOLUTION

WeCLIENT
performedSITUATION
highly targeted searches
to identify
key
sources
of thean
most
The client had launched
asset for the management of schizophrenia, but several
robust, reliable evidence globally and
competitors were also present on the market. It was agreed that a payer toolkit
in 10 key markets.

would support the value of their asset over other treatment options.

The structure provided context by
including global as well as countryPRMA CONSULTING SOLUTION
specific data for vaccine efficacy and
coverage rates, contextualized by
We drafted an outline of the payer toolkit based on value messages provided by
additional sections covering:

the client.

• vaccine policy and year of introduction
In doing so, we identified evidence gaps, which could then be mitigated by assessing
• vaccine types and dose timing
the clinical
or directing
the client’s internal teams to undertake literature searches,
(e.g.,
timing data
of birth
dose)
using search terms and strategies developed by experts at PRMA Consulting.
• challenges (e.g., vaccine hesitancy,
Our graphics
and design team ensured that the artwork and messaging effectively
systemic
barriers).
communicated
the data
andreader
value messages. Two final versions of the toolkit were
The
layout was designed
to aid
navigation,
providing
developed,
one in side‑by-side
PowerPoint and one PDF, both interactive and compatible across
comparisons
for ease of reading, along
various devices.
with context to guide interpretation of
the data.
We kept the focus on the client’s
end goals to provide clear, concise
information that would meet strategic
planning needs.

CLIENT VALUE
• The client
received a professional and robust payer toolkit, drawing upon the skills
CLIENT
VALUE
and expertise developed at PRMA Consulting over its 15-year existence.

• Global overview of the vaccine policy environment, supplemented with further details for
• This
experience
enabled us to advise the client on potential pitfalls in the evidence
each
market
of interest.

for their asset, and suggest mitigating measures to strengthen their market access

• Content included key topics relevant to planning: vaccination targets, efficacy, and coverage
ambitions.
rates
globally and by market, insights and implications for epidemiology, and conclusions.

• Although
primarily
for use as
in the
UK, theinpayer
toolkit
was the
designed
be easily
• Strategic
guidance
embedded
a narrative
the GVD
on how
vaccinetoenvironment
adaptable
for perceptions
any European
market.
may
affect payer
of unmet
need and disease burden.
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